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Scope
Name of organisation: Krehalon B.V.
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Main activities (brands, products and/or services) of the organisation:
Krehalon is a producer of high-quality plastic packaging materials for
the food industry. The packaging has barrier and shrink properties
that ensure improved shelf-life and condition, for example for global
exporting of meat and cheese.
Countries where the organisation operates: Krehalon offers its
products on a global scale, and operates in Europa, North and Central
America, the Middle East, Asia, and Oceania.
Location of the organisation’s head office: Krehalon B.V. was set up in
1973 and is based in Deventer, The Netherlands. It is a subsidiary of
the Japanese company Kureha Corporation (Tokyo).
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Summary
Choice of ISO 26000 and self-assessment
Polymers are essential modern materials for
manufacturing products that contribute to solving current
and future challenges. As a member of the Dutch Rubber
and Plastics Federation (NRK), we aim to design, produce,
reuse, and recycle those products in a responsible
manner.
Shouldering that responsibility is an essential part of our
raison d’être. It is also a continuous process. Cooperation
with all parties in the supply chain and other stakeholders
is necessary in order to shoulder that responsibility.
We have selected ISO 26000 as our guideline for this
process. ISO 26000 is internationally accepted and covers
the full range of corporate social responsibility. That
guideline enables us to make taking responsibility part of
our operations and to help us in engaging stakeholders
and periodically identifying and prioritising the right
matters.
With this self-assessment, we wish to explain how we
view our responsibility and what action we take in order
to shoulder that responsibility. The self-assessment is an
invitation for you to engage with us.
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Self-assessment
Together with 33 other members of the NRK, we started
introducing ISO 26000 and writing this self-assessment
in January 2014. We did so jointly so as to learn from
one another during the programme. We looked jointly
and critically at ourselves and established which CSR
topics are relevant, and what action can be taken to
give meaning to those topics. We then jointly organised
four stakeholder dialogues, with customers, suppliers,
employees, and public authorities. During those dialogues,
we tested and, where necessary, adjusted our self-image.
Based on the insights acquired jointly, we each wrote an
individual self-assessment.
Determining priorities
The CSR topics raised collectively formed the basis
for determining Krehalon’s own priorities. In 2016 the
managers completed a questionnaire on the basis of which
we have established key priorities and formulated practical
goals. In 2018 a stakeholder dialogue and questionnaire
have been accomplished. These form the basis of which
we have established key priorities and formulated practical
goals of for our updated self-assessment.
www.krehalon.com
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Investigating
CSR principles:
Our concept of CSR
Question 1

Our organisation is accountable for its impact on society, the economy,
and the environment.
What action does your organisation undertake so as to make that principle a reality?
We render an account for:
-

the impact of our operations on society, the environment and the economy, and in particular for any
negative effects;
the measures we have taken to prevent any recurrence of those negative effects.

Explanation/examples
Krehalon accounts to its stakeholders in a number of ways for the impact of its activities on society, the
economy, and the environment. For example:
-
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In accordance with the BRC global standard, we produce under hygienic conditions and our products
meet international food approval requirements. BRC certification is intended for producers of food
packaging materials. The abbreviation “BRC” stands for “British Retail Consortium ”; the official
name is “The BRC Global Standard for Packaging and Packaging Materials”.
We also hold the ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certificates. The monitoring, evaluation, and continuous
improvement of our operations are ensured by these quality management systems.
Measurements are carried out annually to prevent any negative effects on the environment. That is
also required by our environmental permit and is enforced by the authorities.
As a participant in the MJA3 programme, we report our energy consumption annually and have
committed to an annual reduction of 8%.
Through a recognised system for Risk Inventory & Evaluation (RI&E), we take responsibility for the
risks to which our employees are exposed and we minimise those risks.

Example:
We organise toolbox meetings, studies such as PAGO/PMO, and annual hearing tests to make sure
that our employees are aware of potential risks and to tell them how they can contribute responsibly
to safe working conditions.
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Investigating CSR principles:
Our concept of CSR
Question 2

Our organisation is transparent about decisions and activities that have
an effect on the world around us.
What action does your organisation undertake so as to make that principle a reality?
We are transparent about:

Elements about which we are transparent

Source

The aim, nature and location of our activities.

Krehalon Seal of Quality.

Who has the majority stake in our organisation.

Kureha Corporation.

How decisions are taken.

Krehalon quality management system.

What responsibilities and powers those positions have in the context
of decision-making.

Krehalon quality management system.

Who has what position within our organisation in the context of decision-making.

Krehalon quality management system.

Our financial performance.

Kureha Corporation.

Where our financial resources come from.

Kureha Corporation.

The effects of our policies and organisational decisions and activities on the world around us (stakeholders, society, the environment,
etc.).

Kureha Corporation.

Who we consider to be our stakeholders.

Information about stakeholders can be found
in our answers to Questions 9 and 10 of the
self-assessment.

The way these stakeholders have been selected.

Information about stakeholders can be found
in our answers to Questions 9 and 10 of the
self-assessment.

How our stakeholders are involved with the organisation.

Information about stakeholders can be found
in our answers to Questions 9 and 10 of the
self-assessment.
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This information is:
-

public and easily accessible;
understandable for our stakeholders;
timely, factually correct, clear and objective.

www.krehalon.com
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Investigating CSR principles:
Our concept of CSR
Question 3

Our organisation conducts itself ethically.
What action does your organisation undertake so as to make that principle a reality?
We:
-
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-

publish our core values and principles;
focus our governance structures in such a way as to promote ethical conduct;
identify and apply standards of ethical conduct that are in line with our own aims and activities and
with the NEN-ISO 26000 standard;
encourage compliance with these standards;
inform the various people in and around the organisation of the standards of conduct that they must
comply with;
prevent or resolve conflicts of interest throughout the organisation that might lead to unethical
conduct;
put monitoring and control mechanisms in place to monitor, support and reinforce ethical conduct;
enable people, both inside and outside our organisation, to report unethical conduct without fear of
reprisals;
identify and tackle situations where there is no local legislation/regulations, or where the local
legislation/regulations conflict with ethical conduct;
comply with internationally recognised ethical standards in medical research;
respect animal welfare.

How is this ethical conduct formalised?
Krehalon and its employees behave ethically. The way in which we do so is formalised in the Krehalon
Code of Conduct. This has been drawn up in collaboration with Krehalon’s employees on the basis of the
corporate version (Kureha Group Ethical Charter). We introduced the Code of Conduct during a series of
workshops with Krehalon employees and we implement it in practice together with our employees. An annual
compliance meeting is organised to bring the code of conduct under the attention of employees.
We also have an ethical issues questionnaire for strategic suppliers. An updated version of the questionnaire
is sent to our strategic suppliers once every three years. The purpose of the questionnaire is to elicit a
dialogue with the suppliers and to bring about discussion where required. Krehalon also has a set of terms
and conditions, company rules, a human resources policy, and a health and safety policy.

www.krehalon.com
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Investigating CSR principles:
Our concept of CSR
Question 4

Our organisation respects the interests of stakeholders and responds to
them.
What action does your organisation undertake so as to make that principle a reality?
We:
-

know who our stakeholders are;
recognise and value our stakeholders and respond to their concerns;
recognise that stakeholders can influence the activities of our organisation;
have established whether stakeholders are able to get in touch with us so as to exert influence, and
we take this into account;
weigh up the interests of our stakeholders in the light of society’s broader expectations;
take account of the interests of stakeholders with whom we do not have any formal relationship.

Explanation/examples
Krehalon recognises and respects the interests of stakeholders and responds to them proactively. We do so
by being the best partner for our customers, managing all our processes, complying with legislation, pursuing
a clear environmental and hygiene policy, adequate information technology, and continuous care for our
employees. We engage in dialogue with our stakeholders with the aim of knowing one another’s interests
and expectations and responding to them where necessary.
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Specific examples are:
- Discussion of this self-assessment with our customers, employees, the municipal authorities, and
suppliers;
- Periodic customer satisfaction surveys;
- We jointly identified our stakeholders as part of the collective process for ISO 26000. We have also
organised a collective stakeholder dialogue with key stakeholder groups, i.e. employees, Works
Council, union, customers, the municipal authorities, and suppliers.

www.krehalon.com
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Investigating CSR principles:
Our concept of CSR
Question 5

Our organisation respects applicable laws and regulations.
What action does your organisation undertake so as to make that principle a reality?
We:

-

inform ourselves about applicable laws and regulations;
comply with the legislation in all countries where we operate, even if enforcement by the authorities
there is deficient;
put measures in place to ensure that our business relationships and activities are in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations;
inform our employees about recent and relevant laws and regulations and how to comply with them;
periodically assess whether the organisation still complies with applicable laws and regulations.

Explanation/examples
We respect applicable laws and regulations by:
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-

taking measures in the light of the BRC, ISO 9001, and ISO 14001 audits;
taking measures in the light of customer audits;
taking measures in the light of the MJA3 programme;
complying with EU regulation and FDA if applicable;
complying with REACH;
taking measures in the light of the periodic RI&E and PAGO/PMO;
organising toolbox meetings for our employees;
taking measures regarding our one-in-all permit (which replaces the old environmental permit).

www.krehalon.com
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Investigating CSR principles:
Our concept of CSR
Question 6

Our organisation respects international standards of conduct.
What action does your organisation undertake so as to make that principle a reality?
We:
-

-

respect (as a minimum) the international standards of conduct in countries where the legislation
provides inadequate protection for the environment or civil society or conflicts with international
standards of conduct;
reconsider our business relationships and activities in areas where international standards of
conduct are not complied with;
attempt to persuade relevant organisations and authorities to resolve conflicts between laws and
regulations and international standards of conduct;
avoid being complicit in the violation of international standards of conduct by other organisations.

Explanation/examples
Our organisation respects international standards of conduct by:
-

complying with our own Code of Conduct;
sharing the Krehalon Code of Conduct with our stakeholders.
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As an active member of the NRK industry federation, we support the following initiatives:
-

NRK activities within the EU in the area of REACH;
NRK activities within the EU as regards the EU produce packaging legislation;
NRK activities within the EU as regards saving energy.

www.krehalon.com
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Investigating CSR principles:
Our concept of CSR
Question 7
Our organisation respects and recognises universal human rights.
What action does your organisation undertake so as to make that principle a reality?
We:
-

respect those rights in all countries, cultures, and situations;
take action in situations where human rights are violated within the context of our operations, the
value chain, and/or our sphere of influence;
do not abuse or take advantage of situations in which human rights are not adequately protected;
respect international standards of conduct.

Explanation/examples
Kureha Group’s Responsible Care policy can be found in the annual report.

10
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	Involvement of stakeholders:
the right to be heard
Question 8: Identification of our stakeholders
How did your organisation identify its stakeholders
(who was consulted on this matter, and how)?
Krehalon participated in the collective ISO 26000 project organised by the Dutch Rubber and Plastics
Federation (NRK). During this project, the relevant stakeholder groups (and examples of individual
stakeholders) were first identified by means of surveys and then validated (and added to where necessary)
at a number of workshops. Krehalon itself checked the results internally and added to them where necessary.
We check annually to see whether the list of stakeholders is still up to date.
The basic principle behind identifying our stakeholders was the thinking in our supply chain, value chain, and
the world around us.
This focused on:
-

who are included in those chains?
who (or who else) is affected by the actions of Krehalon, either positively or negatively?
who do we therefore need to account to for what we do (or don’t do)?

11
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Involvement of stakeholders:
the right to be heard
Question 9: Identification of our stakeholders
Who are your organisation’s stakeholders?

We have divided our stakeholders into the following 11 categories:
a.

b.

c.
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d.

e.
f.

g.
h.

i.
j.

Suppliers
o raw materials and additives
o energy
o services
Our own organisation
o individual employees
o Works Council
o union
Customers
o direct customers
o our customers’ customers
o end-users or consumers
Shareholders
o Kureha Europe B.V.
o Kureha Corporation
The general public
The authorities
o Municipality of Deventer
o Province of Overijssel
o Labour Inspectorate [Arbeidsinspectie]
o Dutch Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority [Voedsel- en Warenautoriteit]
NGOs
Interest groups
o Dutch Rubber and Plastics Federation (NRK).
o Dutch Plastic Packaging Association [Vereniging Kunststofverpakkingen Nederland] (VMK)
o Deventer Employers Circle [Deventer Kring van Werkgevers] (DKW)
o General Employers’ Association [Algemene Werkgeversvereniging Nederland] (AWVN)
Competitors
Media
o De Stentor (regional newspaper)

www.krehalon.com
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Involvement of stakeholders:
the right to be heard
Sector Association

Shareholders

Own Organisations
Employees

Suppliers

Local Authority

Shareholders

Public

Competitors

Customers

NGOs/Pressure Groups

Media

Question 10: Identification of our stakeholders

Why and for what does your organisation involve its stakeholders (give
examples of how your organisation has done so)?
We involve our stakeholders so as:
R to understand the impact that our decisions and activities have on specific stakeholders.
As part of the collective ISO 26000 project, we identified the relevant stakeholders and then jointly validated
them and added to them where necessary. Sessions were then held with the stakeholders concerned so as
to define relevant topics.
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During individual meetings, we presented the draft of our self-assessment to:
-

the shareholder;
the Municipality of Deventer;
two suppliers (1x raw materials, 1x technical services);
individual employees;
the Works Council;

in order to properly coordinate matters.
R to understand whether our claims regarding corporate social responsibility are considered credible
and whether our positive impact on the world around us can be increased, while reducing the
negative impact.
We intend keeping in regular touch with our stakeholders as follows:
-

a customer satisfaction survey every two years;
an evaluation meeting with the Municipality every two years;
a discussion of possibilities with a number of suppliers of raw materials and/or services every two years.

The key question during these discussions is how we can resolve potential conflicts between our
own interests, those of our stakeholders, and the general expectations of society.
R actually enable our stakeholders to assess our CSR performance.
As set out in our policy, we aim to comply with the legal obligations that we have towards our stakeholders.
In that context, we wish to be transparent in what we do (and do not do), i.e. in our activities and decisions.
Wherever possible, we want to form partnerships that benefit both us and our stakeholders.
www.krehalon.com
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	Key CSR themes: the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts
Question 11: Determine relevance,
points requiring attention
Indicate whether you considered the following when determining relevant topics:
R your own activities and decisions;
R activities and decisions of organisations within the value chain and sphere of influence of your
organisation;
R day-to-day activities and special situations.
We explicitly followed up the points requiring attention by means of collective impact sessions, stakeholder
dialogues, and an internal review of those sessions.

14
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Key CSR themes: the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts
Question 12: Determine relevance, topics
What topics are relevant?

The stakeholder dialogue have shown that all CSR themes are in fact relevant to Krehalon. There is a
difference, however, in relevance between the various CSR themes. The most relevant CSR topics are:
Employment practice
· Maintain and improve health and safety at work;
· Offer good working conditions and social protection;
· Offer personal development and training in the workplace.
Consumer interests
· Prevent complaints and deal with them appropriately if they occur;
· Protect consumer health and safety;
· Provide honestly marketing and information;
· Protect privacy and information.
Environment
· Prevent environmental pollution;
· Sustainable use of resources;
· Prevent climate change.
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Management of the organisation
· Integrate CSR into our decision-making processes and structures;
Human rights
· Discrimination of vulnerable groups;
· Apply due diligence;
· Avoid being complicit in violations of human rights;
· Control risk situations in relation with human rights.
Honesty in business
· Promote CSR within the supply chain.
Involvement with community
· Creating prosperity and income;
· Promote employment;
· Involvement with local community.

www.krehalon.com
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The relevance of the various CSR themes is as follows:
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Key CSR themes: the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts
Question 13: Determine significance, criteria
What criteria did you use to determine the significant topics?
R
R
R
R

The extent to which the topic has an effect on our stakeholders and on sustainable development.
The effect of taking additional action (or not taking additional action) regarding this topic.
The extent to which our stakeholders are concerned about the topic.
Other criteria, namely the stakeholder dialogue of the effectiveness of (collective) action regarding a
topic. All the CSR topics were scored and discussed systematically. The result was then submitted to
a representative selection of six stakeholder groups: employees, Works Council, union, customers,
the municipal authorities, and suppliers.

17
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Key CSR themes: the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts
Question 14: Determine significance, topics
What topics are significant?

The collective impact sessions, the stakeholder dialogue, and internal checking have shown that all CSR
themes are in fact significant for Krehalon. There is a difference, however, in significance between the
various CSR themes. The most significant CSR topics are:
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Employment practice
· Maintain and improve health and safety at work;
· Offer good working conditions and social protection;
· Offer personal development and training in the workplace;
Consumer interests
· Prevent complaints and deal with them appropriately if they occur;
· Protect consumer health and safety;
· Provide honestly marketing and information.
Environment
· Prevent environmental pollution;
· Sustainable use of resources;
· Prevent climate change.
Management of the organisation
· Integrate CSR into our decision-making processes and structures;
Human rights
· Discrimination of vulnerable groups;
· Apply due diligence.
Honesty in business
· Promote CSR within the supply chain.
Involvement with community
· Creating prosperity and income;
· Promote employment.

www.krehalon.com
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The significance of the various CSR themes is as follows:
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Key CSR themes: the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts
Question 15: Determine priority, criteria

What criteria did you use to determine the priory topics?
R
R
R
R

Our own performance benchmarked against the state of the art and best practices.
The extent to which the topic contributes to or detracts from our aims.
The costs versus the benefits of taking action on the topic.
The ease and speed with which action can be taken (the “quick wins”).

20
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Key CSR themes: the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts
Question 16: Determine priority, topics
What topics take priority?

A number of CSR topics emerged from the stakeholder dialogue that were considered relevant and
significant for the participating organisations. With the aid of Krehalon’s managers, we determined which
CSR topics take priority for Krehalon.
Based on the average assessment by all the managers, we have prioritised the following CSR topics:

Signifcant CSR topics
Protect consumer health and safety.
Maintain and improve health and safety at work.
Offer good working conditions and social protection.
Prevent environmental pollution.
Prevent complaints and deal with them appropriately if they occur.
Offer personal development and training in the workplace.
Sustainable use of resources.
Provide honestly marketing and information.
Prevent climate change.
Creating prosperity and income.
Integrate CSR into our decision-making processes and structures.
Promote employment.
Discrimination of vulnerable groups.
Promote CSR within the supply chain.
Apply due diligence.

Please rate from 1 to 10 (1 is not important, 10 is most important)Average
CSR themes
Consumer interests
7 10 10 9 8 10 10 8 9 10 10 8 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
9,38
Employment practice
7 10 9 9 5 8 10 6 9 10 10 8 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 10
9,00
Employment practice
7 8 9 8 8 9 10 6 8 10 8 8 10 10 10 10 9 10 8 8 10
8,76
Environment
8 7 6 7 8 7 10 7 8 10 10 8 8 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 7
8,52
Consumer interests
1 8 8 9 7 8 10 8 7 10 8 7 7 7 10 8 10 10 10 8 9
8,10
Employment practice
6 8 7 8 10 8 10 6 7 8 8 7 8 10 10 10 8 8 6 8 7
8,00
Environment
9 7 7 7 9 7 9 5 8 10 8 7 8 7 9 9 8 9 10 8 6
7,95
Consumer interests
7 8 6 7 8 7 9 6 7 10 8 7 7 9 10 7 10 10 6 6 8
7,76
Environment
9 7 7 7 10 6 8 4 8 10 8 7 7 7 9 8 8 9 10 8 4
7,67
Involvement with community
7 7 8 8 8 7 8 6 7 7 8 7 7 8 7 6 9 8 7 6 8
7,33
Management of the organisation 8 4 6 8 8 6 8 4 7 7 7 7 8 7 8 6 10 9 10 7 6
7,19
Involvement with community
7 7 8 8 7 7 9 4 7 7 8 5 6 9 7 6 8 8 6 6 9
7,10
Human rights
1 5 7 5 10 8 10 3 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 9 8 10 7 7 5
6,81
Honesty in business
7 3 7 5 6 7 8 5 7 7 9 6 7 7 8 5 8 10 6 6 6
6,67
Human rights
1 5 7 5 8 8 8 3 6 7 7 7 7 7 5 7 9 10 5 6 5
6,33
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Key CSR themes: the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts
Question 17: Determine priority, action

What action has this led to, or what action do you intend taking?
Actions that were determined from the previous self-assessment are reviewed in below table:
CSR topic

Theme

Action taken

Action in the coming 1-2
years

KPI for action
(measured how?)

Result

Protect consumer
health and safety

Consumer
interests

Targets for
number of
complaints in
annual plans.

The QA coordinator carries out
an annual hazard analysis as
part of monitoring food-safe
production. The target is to
have 0 complaints about food
safety.

0 complaints about
food safety

In FY2016 13 complaints
related to food safety
were reported, and in
FY2017 4 complaints related to food safety were
reported.

Maintain and improve health and
safety at work

Employment practice

Gewoon
Doen rounds
have resulted
in various
improvements, such
as changes
regarding fire
safety.

There are Gewoon Doen
rounds (according to a predetermined schedule) by
6 successive teams of 2 people
every week. During their round,
each team notes any shortcomings regarding each theme.
The 4 themes are: fire safety,
machinery and personal safety,
environment and hygiene. The
shortcomings are reported and
followed up by corrective measures within the organisation.

100% implementation of the planned
Gewoon Doen
rounds in 2016
and 2017.

In FY2016 and FY2017
Gewoon Doen rounds
were held. The results
were not sufficient
enough, therefore Gewoon Doen is replaced
by 5S.

Offer good working
conditions and
social protection

Employment practice

RI&Es (Risk
Inventory &
Evaluation)
have brought
about improvements
regarding
physical strain
in the workplace.

Progress and monitoring of
RI&E in the context of Health &
Safety at Work Act. The RI&E
is carried out 3 times each year
by the KAMH coordinator.

100% implementation of RI&E
requirements and
questionnaire.

In FY2016 and FY2017
all issues implemented
according to RI&E action
plan.

Prevent environmental pollution

Environment

Comply with
environmental legislation.

Krehalon will ensure that all
its operations comply with
all applicable laws and regulations. In terms of environmental law, this is seen
as an absolute minimum.

0 emergencies.

In FY2016 1 emergency was reported, and
in FY2017 0 emergencies were reported.

Targets for
number of
complaints
in annual
plans.

An annual target for avoidance of complaints is set for
each department (purchasing, extrusion, converting,
planning and QA).

According to the
departmental
targets in the
annual plan.

In FY2016 and
FY2017 number of
customer complaints
was reduced, but not
on target reduction of
10%.
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Prevent comConsumer
plaints and deal interests
with them appropriately if they
occur
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Offer personal
development
and training in
the workplace

EmployVAPRO
ment prac- training
tice
courses

The HR Manager draws up 100% implemenand evaluates training plans tation of training
plans.
(e.g. VAPRO) each year,
meaning that there is a continuous focus on employee
training.

In FY2016 39 courses
were scheduled, 29
courses were executed, 5 courses were
delayed, and 5 courses were changed or
re-scheduled.
In FY2017 90% of the
courses were executed.

The table below sets out the repeated action that Krehalon is taking and intends taking:
CSR topic

Theme

Action taken

Action in the coming 1-2 years

KPI for action
(measured how?)

Result

Protect consumer
health and safety

Consumer
interests

Targets for
number of
complaints in
annual plans.

The QA coordinator carries out an
annual hazard analysis as part of
monitoring food-safe production. The
target is to have 0 complaints about
food safety.

0 complaints about
food safety

Will be evaluated
in 2020.

Maintain and improve health and
safety at work

Employment
practice

5S inspection
rounds have
resulted
in various
improvements, such
as changes
regarding orderliness and
cleanliness.

The 5S monthly inspection rounds are
carried out by a 5S inspection group.
In total there are 16 inspection groups,
for every inspection group an inspection group leader has been directly
designated by the Board. The purpose
of this procedure is to detect shortcomings in the areas of fire safety/hygiene/
Tidiness/machine and personal safety/
environment, as well as to improve
these shortcomings.

100% implementation of the planned
5S inspection
rounds in 2018
and 2019.

Will be evaluated
in 2020.

Offer good working
conditions and
social protection

Employment
practice

RI&Es (Risk
Inventory &
Evaluation)
have brought
about improvements
regarding
physical
strain in the
workplace.

Progress and monitoring of RI&E in
the context of Health & Safety at Work
Act. The RI&E will be renewed and
companywide carried out. Start in December 2018, finish expected in April
2019, after that the action plan will be
made and carried out, and monitored
by the KAMH coordinator.

100% implementation of RI&E
requirements and
questionnaire.

Will be evaluated
in 2020.

Prevent environmental pollution

Environment

Comply with
environmental legislation.

Krehalon will ensure that all its operations comply with all applicable laws
and regulations. In terms of environmental law, this is seen as an absolute
minimum.

0 emergencies.

Will be evaluated
in 2020.

Prevent complaints and deal
with them appropriately if they
occur

Consumer
interests

Targets for
number of
complaints in
annual plans.

An annual target for avoidance of
complaints is set for each department
(purchasing, extrusion, converting,
planning and QA).

According to the
departmental targets in the annual
plan.

Will be evaluated
in 2020.

Offer personal
development and
training in the
workplace

Employment
practice

Employee
training
plans.

The HR Manager draws up and evaluates training plans each year, meaning
that there is a continuous focus on
employee training.

100% implementation of training
plans.

Will be evaluated
in 2020.
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Key CSR themes: the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts
Question 18: Determine priority, explanation
Explanation of prioritising.

The priorities were set on the basis of discussions with all Krehalon managers. These employees are
representative of Krehalon. During the (group) discussions, the priorities were identified and possible action
was specified. An initial selection of the various kinds of action to be taken was made at a meeting of the
management. The actions must be completed in the course of each year. A new selection will be made
annually for the succeeding year.
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Key CSR themes: the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts
Question 19: Involve stakeholders

Representatives of our employees, Works Council, union, customers,
the municipal authorities, and suppliers attended in the stakeholder
dialogue.
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At the stakeholder dialogue, the relevance and significance of the CSR topics was discussed and scored in a
structured manner. The funnel process followed for each stakeholder group is shown in the figure below:
The results of the stakeholder dialogue were then used to determine the above-mentioned relevance
and significance. The priorities were then set on the basis of discussions with a representative group of
employees.
Krehalon wishes to continue to roll out the dialogue with stakeholders. We intend arranging individual
sessions to get our stakeholders more involved in assessing our CSR performance:
· more groups of stakeholders;
· more stakeholders per group.
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Integrating corporate social responsibility
	within the organisation:
a question of involvement
Question 20

What organisations (i.e. types of organisations) are within your sphere
of influence and how do they relate to your organisation?
Economical and formal relationship:
Customers
Suppliers
NRK trade association
Financial institutions
Competitors
NGOs
Ownership relationship:
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Shareholders
Companies within the Kureha Group
Legal/Political relationship:
Employees
Government bodies
NRK trade association
Municipality of Deventer
Certification bodies
Informal influence relationship:
Consumer (the customer’s customer)
See also the stakeholder list under Question 9.
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Integrating corporate social responsibility
within the organisation: a question of involvement

Question 21

How does your organisation promote corporate social responsibility at
other organisations?
Give examples.
-

By incorporating social criteria into contractual conditions.
We included the Code of Conduct in the questionnaire for our strategic suppliers. This questionnaire
include criteria to encourage corporate social responsibility among suppliers throughout the supply
chain.

-

 y making a public statement about corporate social responsibility.
B
We published a public statement about corporate social responsibility at NEN. That statement is
available for anyone to read via our own website and via the NEN publication platform.

-

By involving communities, political leaders, and other stakeholders.
We have also organised a collective stakeholder dialogue with stakeholder groups, i.e. employees,
customers, the municipality, and suppliers. Krehalon also makes a major contribution to employment
in the Deventer region, both directly and indirectly.

-

By applying social criteria when taking contractual decisions.
An investment decision is taken by means of a “RINGI” investment proposal. This proposal (which is
originally Japanese) comprises social criteria such as laws and regulations and working conditions.

-

By sharing knowledge of social issues with stakeholders, and thus increasing awareness of
them.
We send the questionnaire for our strategic suppliers to them once every 3 years with the aim of
eliciting a dialogue with them about social involvement.

-

By promoting good examples.
Together with our suppliers, we are working on sustainability projects, such as reducing energy
consumption in our processes. We are working on the following collective projects in collaboration
with the NRK trade association:
• Food contact working party;
• Collective introduction of ISO 26000;
• Collective purchase of renewable energy;
• Collective participation in MJA3;
• NRK activities within the EU in the area of hazardous substances;
• NRK activities within the EU in the area of REACH.
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Due diligence:
the moment of truth
Question 22

How does your organisation assess the effects (including the potential
and negative effects) of its activities and decisions on society, the
environment, and the economy?
We assess these by:
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-

Carrying out periodic employee satisfaction and employee health surveys;
Carrying out and complying with a general and specific Risk Inventory & Evaluation (RIE);
Drawing up training (personal development) plans and evaluating them;
Collective dialogue with stakeholders, with follow-up;
Drawing up an annual financial report;
Code of Conduct workshop with employees;
Drawing up and complying with the Krehalon Code of Conduct;
Participation in the MJA3 programme, with evaluation;
Own energy monitoring;
Product development with customers;
Carrying out periodic customer satisfaction surveys;
Procedure for dealing with complaints.

Question 23

How does your organisation assess the effects (including the potential
and negative effects) of the activities and decisions of organisations
within your sphere of influence on society, the environment, and the
economy?
We do so by being as transparent as possible (see Question 2) and by actively seeking a dialogue with
parties within our sphere of influence. An example of this is participation in the collective stakeholder
dialogues and engaging with our strategic suppliers in response to the questionnaire.
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Question 24

How is due diligence exercised or implemented within your organisation
(give examples of how this is done)?
Guidelines on how anyone associated with our organisation can observe due
diligence.
In addition to our Code of Conduct and management system review, we have a set of company rules as a
means of conveying the guidelines to our employees.
Tools to assess the impact of activities (both planned and existing).
-

MJA3;
“RINGI” investment proposal;
annual financial report;
annual environmental report;
project evaluations;
management system evaluation report.

Tools for integrating the core CSR themes throughout your organisation.
-

annual plan for management system;
canteen meetings.

Tools for tracking your performance and making adjustments to priorities and approach.
-

annual plan for management system;
improvement structure (taskforces, projects);
change committee (monthly meeting so as to discuss the need for improvements and initiate them).
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Tools for tackling any negative effects.
-

improvement plan;
change committee (monthly meeting so as to discuss the need for improvements and initiate them).
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Due diligence:
the moment of truth
Question 25

What negative effects (and potential negative effects) has your
organisation identified on society, the environment, and the economy?
A negative image of plastic may be that it has a long life and is therefore a burden on the environment. We
can present a contrasting positive image by pointing out that our plastic products are intended to prolong the
shelf life of foods.
One prerequisite for doing full justice to all the advantages is recycling our products. By working with other
parties within the supply chain, we clarify where gains can still be made.
In a production environment, people can be exposed to heavy loads. In extreme cases, this can lead to
injury. We are aware of this risk and we make continuous efforts to reduce the risk. We do this by looking in
detail at the physical and mental health of our employees. The long-term employability of our employees is
one of our top priorities.
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	Corporate Social Responsibility:
also in our vision, mission, policies, and strategy

Question 26

Our organisation has given direction to its corporate social
responsibility:
-

By including the role of corporate social responsibility in Krehalon’s policy.

-

We have included important principles and topics of corporate social
responsibility in our policies and strategy.

Krehalon will include its CSR policy in the management system (Quality Handbook):

Krehalon’s CSR policy will be described in the management system and its strategy will be included
in the annual plan for that system.
-

By adopting a Code of Conduct that interprets the principles and values of corporate social
responsibility in the form of guidelines for appropriate conduct.
The Krehalon Code of Conduct includes eight principles which between them represent our vision of
corporate social responsibility.

-

By converting priorities for action on key themes into objectives (SMART).
See Question 17.

-

By drawing up a programme of action (with responsibilities, timeline, budget, etc.).
See Question 17.
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	Corporate Social Responsibility:
something that’s now perfectly obvious

Question 27

How does your organisation create support for corporate social
responsibility, both within and outside the organisation?
Internal stakeholders
Employees/Works Council:

canteen meetings, KrehaTV

Head office:

Board meetings, annual financial report

Supply chain stakeholders
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Customers:

contact, visits, website

Suppliers:

contact, visits, questionnaire, supplier assessments and evaluations

Competitors:

website, media

Sector:

NRK working parties, website

Other stakeholders with formal relationship
Authorities:

environmental monitoring, annual environmental report

Banks:

annual financial report

Union:

involve in long-term employability

Other stakeholders with informal relationship
Neighbourhood/surroundings:

publication of relevant information in newspaper

Citizens (“the public”):

publication of relevant information in specialist publications and
newspapers

Media:

specialist publications and newspapers

State whether you devote attention to:
R increasing knowledge of the principles, key CSR themes and topics;
R involvement of top echelons of the organisation in shouldering corporate social
responsibility;
R creating a culture of corporate social responsibility.
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Question 28

How does your organisation develop the necessary competencies for
shouldering corporate social responsibility, both within and perhaps
also outside the organisation?
Working with other supply chain partners to drive innovation is vital within our sector. Corporate social
responsibility is inextricably linked to this continuous innovation process. As explained in the answers
to Questions 10 and 27, we involve our stakeholders in this. Specific examples of how we develop the
competencies for shouldering corporate social responsibility are:
-

Customer contacts, expectation of developments regarding corporate social responsibility;
Participation in the NRK’s collective ISO 26000 project;
Education and training, for example mandatory safety and environment training;
Long-term employability of our employees;
Collaboration with other companies in Deventer, e.g. Deventer Employers Circle (DKW), Deventer
and Region SMEs Association [MKB Deventer];
Collaboration with strategic suppliers.
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Corporate Social Responsibility:
It’s in our blood!

Question 29:

Integration of corporate social responsibility into management
processes, systems, and procedures
How has your organisation integrated corporate social responsibility into its management processes,
systems, and procedures?
R By carefully monitoring and managing the impact of our activities on society, the environment and
the economy.
R By monitoring the impact of organisations within our sphere of influence, specifically suppliers and –
to a lesser extent – customers.
R By taking into account the impact of decisions, for example regarding new activities.
R By ensuring that the principles of corporate social responsibility are applied in our management
processes and reflected in our structure and culture.
We will substantiate our added value within the (food) supply chain. By drawing up a raw materials balance
sheet we will clarify the extent to which we make efficient use of those materials.
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CSR will be included in our policies and set out in our Quality Handbook, on the basis of ISO 9001. We have
also involved a number of our employees in implementing and rolling out both ISO 26000 and Compliance.
We hold an annual Compliance Meeting at which corporate social responsibility is a central item on
the agenda. Corporate social responsibility is part of our management system. We carry out an annual
evaluation of whether we have achieved our policy objectives. If necessary, we initiate a project for the year
to implement measures that will allow us to achieve those objectives the following year. The Compliance
Meeting will play a leading part in this.
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Question 30: Communication and reporting

Does your organisation take account of the following criteria in its
communication regarding corporate social responsibility?
R Complete: All important activities and their societal impact are dealt with in the information.
R Understandable: The information is understandable for our stakeholders. This applies to both using
the language of the target group and the way the information is presented.
R Responsive: The information deals with the interests of the stakeholders.
R Accurate: The information is factually correct and of sufficient depth.
R Balanced: The information is balanced and honest. The organisation presents not just good news but
also provides information about any negative impact on society.
R Up to date: It must therefore always be clear to which period the information relates.
R Accessible: The information is available to all stakeholders.

Question 31: Communication and reporting
How does your organisation communicate about
its corporate social responsibility?

R At meetings and in discussions with stakeholders. We inform the stakeholders concerned about how
we fulfil our corporate social responsibility. One example is discussion with suppliers about clean
energy.
R By communicating with stakeholders about specific topics or projects. It is precisely because
we make it open to discussion that we create an opportunity to align policy on corporate social
responsibility policy. One example is discussing with customers (during customer audits) how we can
participate in their CSR projects.
R Internal communication between management and employees or members of the organisation.
In that context, for example, we issue an information booklet, and CSR will be dealt with regularly
through our internal KrehaTV medium.
R Internal team activities with a view to integrating corporate social responsibility across the
organisation. Compliance is embedded in our organisational structure, for example.
R Communication with stakeholders about our self-assessment and CSR performance.
R Communication with suppliers about CSR in the purchasing requirements.
R Articles about CSR in periodicals and newsletters. This mainly concerns publications by associations
such as CSR Netherlands, NRK, NRK Film, and NRK Packaging.
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Corporate Social Responsibility:
It’s in our blood!

Question 32a: Communication and reporting

Does your organisation report on CSR in an annual CSR report (whether
or not that is a separate report)?
* Yes
R No, Krehalon does not publish an annual CSR report. Relevant information is communicated via our
website an during meetings with those concerned.

Question 33a: Communication and reporting
Are there (or have there been) conflicts or disagreements with
stakeholders?
* Yes
R No

Question 33b: Communication and reporting
36

What methods do you have in place for solving (potential) conflicts?
R Systems for reporting contraventions without fear of reprisals, for example the Confidential
Counsellor.
R Other procedures for resolving complaints, namely the ISO 9001 complaints procedure.
R Direct discussions with stakeholders with whom a conflict or disagreement has arisen.
R Provision of written information to prevent wrong interpretations.
R Formal procedures for dealing with complaints.

Question 34: Monitoring activities
and assessing performance

How does your organisation monitor its activities that have an impact on relevant
themes and topics?
See Question 24.
R Feedback from stakeholders.
* Benchmarking.
* Measuring with the aid of indicators.

Indicate whether the following points apply to such monitoring:

R The scope of monitoring is in line with the scope and importance of the activities.
R Monitoring generates results that are reliable, available in good time, and easy to understand.
R Monitoring is coordinated with the needs of stakeholders.
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Question 35: Monitoring activities
and assessing performance

How has your organisation assessed its performance
regarding relevant themes and topics?
In the context of the collective ISO 26000 project organised by the NRK, our performance on the relevant
themes and topics was collectively reviewed by our employees, customers, and suppliers.
We used that collective information to work out priorities (Question 17).
Assessment will be carried annually by the Board, which will consider the following questions:
R
R
R
R
R
R

Have the objectives been achieved?
Were they, in retrospect, the right objectives?
Did we have the right strategies and processes in place to achieve those objectives?
What worked well, and why? What did not work well, and why not?
What could we have done better?
Are all the relevant people involved?

Question 36: Monitoring activities
and assessing performance

Did you involve stakeholders, and if so which ones?
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Yes, as a participant in the collective ISO 26000 project organised by the NRK, we have collectively involved
our employees, customers, suppliers, and the local authority in assessing our efforts and performance
as regards the relevant topics (see also Question 12). We have also held individual discussions with
stakeholders.
In future, we would like to invite some of our stakeholders to discuss and assess our activities each year.

Question 37a: Monitoring activities
and assessing performance

What improvements or successes has your organisation achieved?
CSR theme: Environment

-

MJA3 objectives are on schedule.

-

Purchase of green energy 100% of annual volume in 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021.

-

See answer to Question 17.
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Corporate Social Responsibility:
It’s in our blood!

Question 37b: Monitoring activities
and assessing performance
What objectives have not yet been attained?
CSR theme: Employment practice
-

Introduction and commitment Code of Conduct.

See answer to Question 17. Actions have been defined to address goals which have not yet been
attained; an overview is given under Question 17.

Question 38: Selection of
CSR initiatives and tools
38

What CSR initiatives and associated tools
does your organisation participate in/use?
Kureha Group Ethical Charter, NRK ISO 26000 collective, NRK long-term employability, NRK MJA3.

Question 39: Selection of CSR initiatives and
tools

Which of the following points did you consider when selecting this
initiative?
*
R
R
*
*
*
*
*
*
R

Supports the NEN-ISO 26000 principles.
Provides practical guidelines for working with CSR.
Developed for your type of organisation or its areas of interest.
Developed so as to be applied by various organisations.
Helps the organisation to reach specific groups of stakeholders.
Administered by a non-commercial organisation.
Has a good reputation as regards credibility and integrity.
Drawn up in an open and transparent manner.
Developed with various different stakeholders, from both developed and developing countries.
Easily accessible.
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Question 40: Selection of CSR initiatives and tools
What specific action is being taken in connection with the CSR
initiative?
-

Periodic prioritising of CSR topics + determination of action.
Stakeholder engagement.
Further integration of CSR in policy according to ISO 26000.
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